Sell Salesforce (SaaS) subscription to small business owners via a Sales Letter.

ANNOUNCING: Affordable Artificial Intelligence Software
That Makes Small Business Profits Skyrocket!
Morning Jim!
Don't you just hate missed opportunities?
It's money slipping away right through your fingers... Which is exactly what's happening
right now!
Let me explain...

Information Implosion
Your business is interacting with customers all the time.
And in today's multi-channel market, that's happening all over the place! Customer
support... Sales... Advertising.... Various social media platforms... Websites... Forums...
Now, each customer has different needs, wants and desires. Not to mention everyone is
at a different stage in the buying process...
Following?
This means that it's extremely hard to track one customer,
let alone hundreds of them!
Yet, it's crucial.
Because without this, you'll miss golden sales opportunities, do bad lead conversions,
have slow customer support and overall no idea what's happening in your company at
any given moment...
And if you don't know EXACTLY what's going on inside and out, you will make
misinformed and dangerous decisions.

Meet Your Personal A.I. Assistant

Now, what if I tell you there's a software called SALESFORCE which does all this for
you?
Salesforce gathers data across multiple channels, filters it, learns from it, makes
pinpoint data predictions and presents all of this in a clear, concise way...
Look...
This is just like the “.com” revolution! Except that this time, every business will use an
AI-powered assistant - or get pushed to the wayside sooner or later!
(To be precise, Salesforce is a Customer Relationship Management Platform powered
by a strong, integrated artificial intelligence system.)
A what?
Don’t mind the jibber-jabber for now. Bottom line is that Salesforce will help you....
● Make +30% more profit each month.
● Identify Hidden Sales Opportunities by tracking the habits of your
customers.
● Filter multi-channel data streams and present the results in a clear, concise way
ready to be used for real-time decision making.
● Understand what your customer really wants, allowing you to innovate and
stay ahead of the curve.
● Make better and faster decisions about your business.
● Identify and categorize potential leads.
● Increase referrals from customers
● Discover up-selling and cross-selling opportunities.
● Manage your team easily.
● Get an edge on competition.
● Connect with your customers.

Supercomputer At Your Fingertips...
Sounds complicated?
Like anything, it takes a day or two to explore all the nooks and crannies. (Not bad for
steering an actual supercomputer. ) Moreover, besides +30 tutorials (tailored for

business owners like you), our support is waiting 24/7 to help you with any questions
you have!
Any installation?
Salesforce is an online platform. Which means you can access it by simply logging in on
a dedicated website we give you. Talking about simplicity!
Access your dashboard any time and from anywhere as long as you have even the
slowest internet connection.
It's online...? What about security!?
State-of-the-art encrypting technology will protect all your data. Keeping it secure and
private from any foul-mouth, fist-clenching, hygiene-lacking internet pirates :-)

Don't Let Money Slip Through Your Fingers
So how can this software help you grab more Benjamins?
It works night and day chewing through TERABYTES of data to help you catch every
single sales opportunity, and make THE BEST possible decisions for your business
FAST.
Think of Salesforce as a hyper-athletic spider. Needing zero sleep, it's continuously
crawling through various channels and social media platforms. Interlinking customer
profiles together in a gigantic net...
Then, based on your customer’s previous purchases (size, frequency and articles), it
predicts when the customer is ready to make the next big purchase.
Listen...
Think you can afford to miss just one sale for every 10 you make?
Down the road, these seemingly obscure percents might mean the difference between a
care-free, luxurious lifestyle and a life riddled with anxiety, frugality and anger as you
watch you competitors drive in their Rolls Royce from one villa to the next.
That’s just how compound interest works...

Now imagine the confused look on your rival’s face when you start making business
decisions so savvy, that from the outside look like pure prophecy.
In today’s cut-throat economy, Salesforce is the #1 way any hard-working, autonomous
and self-made business owner can rub shoulders with the giants - and their army of
sales reps and marketing strategists.

The New ".com" Revolution
Over 150'000 small businesses in 52 nations are already using Salesforce.
In a vast survey conducted in 2014-2016, more than 11'000+ randomly selected users
report that on average their....
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sales are up by +30%
Lead conversion is up by +30%
Sales productivity is up by +35%
Customer satisfaction is up by +35%
Faster decision making is up by +38%
Revenue is up by +25%

A tiny nudge in profitability can make or break a business down the road. Salesforce
takes any business, and with no other changes increases its profits by +30% alone.
Salesforce will turn any business from a wobbly cottage to a rock-solid fortress.

Yours For One Month - No Strings Attached
Use Salesforce for a month. No strings attached. If you don't like it, simply remove the
web address from your "favorites" bar.
After that Salesforce has a monthly subscription that starts at just 75$ per month.
Remember, even if your monthly profit is merely 1500$, and your results with
Salesforce are waaaay below average (10% increase to the bottom line), you're still
pocketing 150$...
Even in the worst of the worst case scenarios, you're getting DOUBLE what you're
paying for!

Besides the artificial-intelligence assistant powered by a supercomputer, you're also
getting free support at any time of the day - for any trouble or question you have.
Visit https://www.salesforce.com/solutions/small-business-solutions/overview/ and claim
your Salesforce today!
If you have any more questions or would like to personally talk to me about Salesforce,
simply pick up the phone and dial 1-800-667-6288.
Sincerely,
Mihael D. Čačič
P.S. Oh, after you've claimed it, make sure you keep me posted about how Salesforce
helps you uncover hidden sales opportunities and make savvy business decisions! This
testimonial will grant you a 10% discount on the next monthly subscription!

